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District Committee Mission:
* To ensure a cohesive, aligned curriculum in all subject areas that is research based, data driven, and executed with fidelity.
*To
give teacher voice to curriculum decisions and instruction decisions.
* To
provide instructional support in all curriculum areas.
District Committee Goals:
* Establish and execute a curriculum review cycle
* Focus on all learners, with emphasis on early learners
* Provide opportunities for curriculum refresh to respond to gaps and dynamic instructional needs to close the achievement gap.
*Evaluate
and make research‐based decisions about instructional approaches and provide recommendations for training, empowering all students and staff to
achieve their greatest potential.
* Provide students of all identities equitable access to resources in developing life, college, and career readiness skills to prepare citizens with a
global perspective.
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Vote to Approve: Writing Curriculum Supplemental TPT Units
G‐10 Y‐0 R‐0
Purchase Approved
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Curriculum
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22

Business

Dave
Business has samples and they are using them in classrooms to see if would be best fit
for their classes.

Special Education

Amanda
Sped at secondary is finishing narrowing down all options. Should have final list ready
by next meeting. Unsure of Elementary at this point.

FACS

Bonnie

EL

Britt
EL has been recieving samples of and access to view curriculum. Thank you Kayla for
helping out! We have it narrowed down to search between 3 curriculms. We continue
to use the PLC time to discuss what the pros and cons to the curriculums are.

Interventionist

Heidi
Working on see in Sonday System is what we want to go with. It is really hard with
how school is going this year, it is hard to tell if inteventions are effective. Randi in the
middle school reading skills is finding that with the short amount of time that students
qualify for a reading intervention in the middle school it is not resoabble to look at a
bigger and expensive reading curriculum. She is leaning towards purchasing ACTION
and SCOPE magazines, freckle and nearpod. Randi is still pondering novels and
standards based books (potentially teachers pay teachers or amazon)
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